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Abstract
This paper presents a flexible mesh router architecture
using synchronous parallel pipeline worm-switching supporting unicast and multicast services. A very flexible
mechanism to manage broadcast-flow to share the communication link in on-chip network is proposed. The proposed
machanism guarantees, that all flits in multicast packets
can be accepted in their multiple destination nodes. Our
Network-on-Chip (NoC) is implemented based on modular
synthesizable VHDL objects. The Architecture is flexible to
design new NoC prototypes. Area overhead to update the
NoC from unicast to multicast with the same routing algorithm is only about 15%.

1 Introduction
System-on-chip (SoC) design methodology is one of the
potential solutions for system level design. According to
the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) [1], by the end of this decade, the transistor feature
size will be 50-nm and it operates below one volt. SoCs will
grow to 4-billion transistors running at 10 GHz. The major
challenge for SoC designer would be to provide reliable operation of the interacting components. A limiting factor for
the performance, and possibly energy consumption will be
presented by on-chip physical interconnections [2].
Networks-on-Chip provide advanced intellectual properties (IP) communication concepts for Systems-on-Chip
(SoC). Sharing the wires between several communication
flows makes the use of the wires more efficient [3]. The
NoC concept has potential to provide sustainable platforms
and proposes a new paradigm in SoC architecture and multiprocessor systems[4]. Fig. 1 shows an example of a NoC
platform with a 4x4 mesh topology. There are four main
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Figure 1. A 2-dimension mesh 4x4 topology.

components, i.e. mesh routers, network interfaces, resources (R) and communication links. Each mesh router
is connected with one resource through a network interface.
The other ports are connected with adjacent mesh routers
through communication links. Resources can be an IP core
or embedded bus-based platform with one or more processing element.
The architecture and routing decision must meet bandwidth requirements and should be scalable for wide range
of applications. Network topology could influence the scalability and performance of the NoC. Some NoCs that have
been developed with Mesh topology are NOSTRUM [5],
RAW [6], and HiNoC [7]. OCTAGON NoC [8] uses octagon topology. Fat tree topology is used in SPIN [9],
and its extended version DSPIN [10] uses mesh distribution of clusters. Flexible regular and irregular topology is
presented in [11], while Xpipes NoC [12] supports a customized topology.
Data transmission between resources through the intermediate router nodes can be divided into synchronous and
asynchronous methods. Asynchronous NoCs are introduced in CHAIN [14], and ASPIDA [15], while in MANGO
[16] asynchronous clock-less NoC is proposed. In synchronous designs, global clock-trees are distributed, which
leads to electromagnetic interference effect and clock power
consumption. Asynchronous communication design is a
promising concept, but lacks of industrial standard support,
especially with respect to testability issues. Synchronous

Figure 3. The XHiNoC packet format for (a)
unicast, (b) multicast.

interleaved packets based on identity-tag management techniques.

3 XHiNoC Multicast Router Architecture
The general router architecture for XHiNoC is presented
in Fig. 2. For the sake of simplicity, only west port modules are presented in the Figure. The architecture of the
NoC router can be classified into three main blocks, i.e. port
modules, a crossbar switch, and centralized link controller
and flow supervisor (LCFS). In each port, there are some
components such as FIFO buffer, routing eingine (RE), IDmanager (IDM) unit, link state controller (LSC) and a few
logical modules. The RE comprises a router hardware logic
unit and look-up table (LUT) unit. The following subsections will describe the architecture and characteristics of the
XHiNoC for multicast services.

Figure 2. XHiNoC Architecture.
NoCs can also support GALS (globally asynchronous, locally synchronous) concept by implementing asynchronous
input/output queues in network interfaces.
In this paper, a reconfigurable NoC with a synchronous
parallel pipeline router architecture called ”XHiNoC” is
proposed. XHiNoC stands for eXtendable Hierarchical
NoC, and is an extended version of HiNoC [7], which is
based on flexible, extendable design environment. The
XHiNoC is develop based on synthesizable modular VHDL
objects. Some flexible object modules can be selected
and combined with base modules to obtain a specific mesh
router prototypes in accordance with a desired specification,
starting from classic until advanced NoC models.

3.1 Packet Format
The packet format used in XHiNoC is presented in
Fig. 3. The 38-bit Packet format for Unicast is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The packet consists of header flit followed by
payload flits. Two additional 3-bit heads are Type and ID
(Identity) bits. The Type can be header, data body, and the
end of databody (last flit). The 3-D source and target address of the packet are asserted in the header flit. Passing
a communication segment of the NoC, each packet has the
same local identity number (ID-tag) to differentiate it from
another packet. The local ID-tag of the data flits of one
packet will vary over different communication segments in
order to provide a scalable concept. Fig. 3(b) shows the
packet format for multicast services. The number m of the
embedded packet headers is the same as the number of targeted m destinations.

2 Related Works
In reference [17] (Chapter 5), several multicast routing approaches have been summarized from some articles.
Some special routing algorithms are proposed to handle
multicast communication request. The algorithms are more
complex than the routing algorithms dedicated for unicast
service, and the broadcast-flow between two or more packets accessing the same communication links is not discussed
in detail.
The NoC proposals of Æthereal [13] and NOSTRUM [5]
have reported that multicast service can be implemented in
their NoC architecture. However, the procedures on how
the NoCs do the multicast routing and service have not
been presented in detail. Connection-oriented multicasting in wormhole-switched NoC has been presented in [18]
where virtual channels are utilized. Rather than using virtual channel to avoid packet stall, Our XHiNoC uses an efficient broadcast conflict management and link share with

3.2 Multicast Procedure
3.2.1 Forwarding Header Flits
A multicast packet with a certain ID-tag number contains a
few header flits. All headers are injected one-by-one from
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the local input port. Each time a header flows through the
RE unit, the direction is written in the register of the routing table based on its ID-tag number. Therefore, a register
number could have multiple directional entries as described
in Section 3.3 and Fig. 4(a). After all headers have been
injected, the pathes for the multicast packet are setup in the
network.
3.2.2 Broadcasting Payload Flits
After forwarding all header flits, the payloads flits are ready
to be broadcasted in parallel to follow the paths, that have
been setup by the header flits. Each time a flit appears in the
FIFO output, the LUT will check its ID to find its directions
in the routing table as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Then the flit will
be broadcasted based on its multiple direction in parallel.
Figure 4. (a) Routing Engine, (b) ID Manager
Unit, (c) ID-based worm-flow.

3.3 ID-tag-based Multicast Routing
The routing engine (RE) in the multicast-capable
XHiNoC uses a combination of router hardware logic and
look-up tables (LUTs) allocated at each port to support parallel pipeline routing. Packet flows are controlled based on
ID-tags. All flits of a packet have the same ID-tag on a
certain communication link. Fig. 4(c) presents two adjacent
mesh nodes with address (1,0) and (2,0). In node (1,0) there
four different packets, i.e. Packet C and D with ID 3 and
5 respectively in west FIFO, Packet A with ID 4 in south
FIFO, and Packet B with ID 4 in north FIFO. All packets
request the same outport, i.e. EAST port, but Packet C and
D are multicast packets, where Packet C request additional
direction SOUTH and LOCAL, and Packet D requests also
SOUTH direction.
The router hardware logic computes the required routing direction based on the target address information in the
packet header and the underlying routing algorithm. The
routing direction of the packet is then copied into the routing table registers of the LUT in accordance with its ID-tag
and direction. An example is shown in Fig. 4(a). Assuming that the headers of Packet C and D in the west FIFO
have been evaluated. After computing the directions, Packet
C will be routed to EAST, SOUTH and LOCAL, thus the
routing direction is saved in register 3 (because the ID of
Packet C is 3) of the EAST, SOUTH and LOCAL routing
tables. Packet D will be routed to EAST and SOUTH, thus
the direction is saved in register 5 of the EAST and SOUTH
routing tables. A payload flit, which has the same ID-tag
as the previous header, will be routed (switched) based on
its ID-tag. If the target directions are more than one, the flit
will be broadcasted in parallel.

and will guarantee, that different packets will have a different ID-tag. For a 2-D 4x4 mesh-based NoC, the IDM
provides 8 ID-tags (8 virtual space slots) for each link. Certainly, for larger size NoC, number of available ID-tag can
be extended.
The IDM will manage the ID allocation, before a new
different packet enters the next FIFO buffer. Fig. 4(b) ilustrates the functionality of IDM in accordance with packet
flows in Fig. 4(c). The packets are classified based on their
ID and from which inport they come from. For a new packet
header (Packet C from west inport with ID 3), the IDM will
search for ’free’ ID. If the free ID has been found (i.e. ID
5 for example), then old ID of the packet header (ID 3) is
replaced by the new ID (ID 5), and the state of the ID is
set to ’used’. There is also a possiblity that packets coming from different inports have the same ID-tag, i.e. Packet
A from south and B from north with ID 4. The IDM will
manage the ID in such as way that they will have different
IDs in the next FIFO (e.g. new ID 6 for Packet B and new
ID 7 for Packet A). The IDM will then save the information
in the register tables. For payload flits following the header
flit of the packets, their IDs will be replaced automatically
by using look-table mechanism.
If no more available ID in the IDM, new packet cannot
be forwarded into the outport. After the last flit of the packet
flows through the LUT and IDM, all informations related to
its ID-tag will be deleted from the tables. Our ID-tag based
routing mechanism will also guarantee in-order-delivery of
a packet, when adaptive routing algorithms are used.

3.4 Packet Identity Management

3.5 Synchronous Parallel Pipelined Switching

The IDM unit will update new ID for new packet flowing
through the outport. The IDM provides ID-slot for packets,

The multicast XHiNoC serves packets using a parallel
pipeline wormhole switching technique which is operating
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Figure 5. Timing of the synchronous pipeline.

Figure 6. Structure of the multicast LCFS.

synchronously. Fig. 5 represents our proposed two-stage
pipeline switching mechanism, where a few flits flows from
the west in-port in node (1,0) to an east outport in node
(2,0). Transferring the flits from the FIFO buffer to the outport, or from the out-port to next FIFO buffer requires two
cycles. The first cycle is request stage. After this cycle, the
RE sends direction request signals to the LCFS. The second
cycle is grant stage. After this cycle, the arbiter in the LCFS
has selected the winner to access the outport by sending a
grant Rn signal to the FIFO and a Xout signal to the MSC
module. In the next cycle, the flit will appear in the output
of the MSC module.
The MSC is a multiplexor (located in crossbar switch)
with a state machine mechanism. The switching is run in
parallel, and there is no contention to access the outport,
because the link is shared with packet interleaving scheme,
and the arbiter serves fairly the incoming flits. The LSC is
a state machine, which controls the flow of a flit from the
outport into the next FIFO buffer. If the next FIFO is full,
then the LSC will not let the flit enter the next FIFO, until
one space in the register of the next FIFO is free.

all inports into 1-bit signals. And then the arbiter is in
charge of selecting a winner of all the requests, which has
right to access any outport. This mechanism can be realised
applying traditional round robin arbiters. If the FIFO in the
next node is full, then the arbiter will not select a winner to
access the requested ports. A GMC is in charge of granting
the FIFO, which hold the winner flit, to release the data flit
from the last register of the FIFO.
Because this LCFS is dedicated for multicast service, the
1-bit grantRn signals from GMCs and 1-bit GR signals from
arbiter are fedback into DecMC. And 1-bit encoded signals
from DecMCs are forwarded into GMC. The details of the
feedback and forward signals can be observed in Fig. 6. In
general, the functionalities of those signals are as follows.
Assuming that a flit from LOCAL port would be broadcasted in parallel to three outports, e.g. EAST, WEST, and
NORTH. If the arbiters for EAST, WEST and NORTH output selection have granted the flit from the LOCAL inport as
a winner to access all requested ports, then GMC will command the LOCAL FIFO to release the flit from its register.
Otherwise, the flit will not be released, but if any of the arbiters selects the flit as the winner, then the flit would be
copied into the outport, which selects the flit as the winner.
For instance, the flit wins to access the EAST and WEST
outport, but not the NORTH port, because the arbiter for
NORTH outport selects another flit from the other inport as
the winner. Then DecMC, which receives feedback signals
from the arbiter and GMCs, will reset the routing requests,
which have been granted. In this case, routing requests from
LOCAL to EAST (l2e) and LOCAL to WEST (l2w) will be
reset. The routing request from LOCAL to NORTH (l2n)
is still be set. This procedure is needed to avoid the flit being forwarded more than once into the same outport. When
the flit (after a few cycle) is selected as the winner to ac-

3.6 Multicast Broadcast-flow Management
3.6.1 Link Controller and Flow Supervisor
The LCFS functionalities are to control link in crossbar
switch and to supervise neighbour congestion states. The
structure of the LCFS is depicted in Fig. 6. It consists of
decoders (DecMC), arbiters, and a grant logic (GMC). The
number of each component follows the number of outports.
The LCFS receives routing direction requests from all routing engines, and a full flag from the network interface and
the neighbor nodes. The full flags are sent to the arbiters
and the direction requests are sent to the DecMC.
The DecMC unit decodes 3-bit routing direction request
signals (EAST, NORTH, WEST, SOUTH, LOCAL) from
4

Figure 8. Traffic scenarios.
important to note, that although the FIFO is full, it is still
possible for another packet to insert its flit, as long as there
is still available free ID-tag, and after a few cycles, there
is again one free space in the FIFO. ISC (Injection State
Control) unit in the network interface (NI) controls automatically the injection rate. If the local FIFO is full then the
ISC will not grant FIFO to accept the flit and will not also
permit the Input Queue in the NI to release the flit, until
there is free space in the local FIFO. This mechanism will
automatically reduce the injection rate.

Figure 7. Broadcast-Flow Management.

4 Experiment Results
cess the NORTH outport, then the flit will be released from
the LOCAL FIFO buffer. Afterwards all components work
normally.

Our experiments are run by injecting 2 multicast packets, which have 7 destinations in 2-D 4x4 mesh topology.
Because the multicast packets have 7 targets, each packet
contains 7 header flits. Each packet consists of 128 flits,
it means, that each packet header is followed by 121 payload flits. Therefore a total number of 256 flits are injected
into 2 source nodes separately, and ejected from 14 target
nodes. Each flits in the packet are numbered in-order, thus it
is easy for us to check packet-loss. Four selected traffic scenarios are shown in Fig. 8. The bold line box is the source
node. The white boxes are target nodes of Packet Source 1
(S1), while the gray boxes are target node of Packet Source
2 (S2). The numbers in box represent the target order of
the multicast packets. In other words, they represent the
order of headers in the multicast packet containing target
addresses.
Fig. 9 shows diagrams of the number of required cycles
to transmit header flits and last flits for four traffic scenarios
presented in Fig. 8. In traffic scenarios 1 and 2, less cycle
is required to transmit the flits, because both packets, P1
and P2 enjoy 100% of the link bandwidth. There is no link
share and no congestion. All the last flits (the 128th flit) can
be accepted in all 14 target nodes after the 278th cycle for
scenario 1 and after the 274th cycle for scenario 2.
More cycles are required to transmit P1 and P2 in the
traffic scenario 3 and 4. In these scenarios, both packets
share the link communications. In traffic scenario 3, all
links in the column of the mesh nodes are shared between
both packets. Therefore, P1 and P2 must share maximum
bandwidth of the links. The number of required cycles
to transmit the flits depends also on hop distance between
source and target nodes. Therefore, the header and the last
flits will arrive the target nodes in different time units.

3.6.2 Broadcast-Flow Management
If multicast packet shares the same link with another
packet, the broadcast-flow should be managed carefully.
Fig. 7 explains visually the broadcast-flow management. In
Fig. 7(a), it is assumed that the headers of Packet A and
B have setup the path, and in node (1,1) Packet A requests
NORTH and EAST outputs, while Packet B also requests
EAST output. In the next stage NORTH arbiter selects flit
A1 as the winner, while EAST arbiter selects B1 as the winner to acces EAST outport. Now, flit A1, which must be
broadcasted in parallel, has a conflict with flit B1 to access
the EAST output.
The XHiNoC manages the broadcast-flow as follow. In
Fig. 7(b), flit A1 is copied to NORTH, but is still hold in
local FIFO, because it has not been forwarded to EAST.
This procedure is done by GMC unit as explained in Section
3.6.1. Then the request of flit A1 to access NORTH output is
reset, which is done by DecMC unit as described in Section
3.6.1. In the next stage (Fig. 7(c)), flit A1 is selected as the
winner to access EAST port. Now flit A1 is released from
local FIFO and is not forwarded anymore to NORTH. In
the next stage (Fig. 7(d)), the LCFS works with the same
procedure as in Fig. 7(b).

3.7 Flow and Automatic Injection Rate Control
The XHiNoC is facilitated with control mechanism for
flit flow and injection rate. The LSC unit described in Section 3.5 will control the packet flow in the link level. It is
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Figure 9. Total cycle requirements.

Figure 10. The multicast router core layout.

5 Conclusion and Future Works
A new mechanism to serve multicast packet in our
XHiNoC has been introduced. The XHiNoC multicast
router has proposed a very flexible method to manage the
broadcast-flow betweeen packets to share the communication links in the network. By using the broadcast-flow management and an automatic injection rate and flow control
mechanism, all flits in multicast packets can accepted in
their multi destination nodes (no packet/flit-loss).
The layout of the XHiNoC multicast mesh router using
UMC 180nm standard-cell technology is shown in Fig. 10.
The XHiNoC can be run at 230 MHz. Total number of logic
cells is 10577. Migrating from unicast to multicast with
the same XY routing algorithm increases 15% of total logic
cells using unicast service (9201 logic cells). Five FIFO
buffers occupy 44% of total cell area.
For future works, adaptive routing algorithms would also
be implemented in our XHiNoC multicast. The XHiNoC
prototypes combining best-effort, soft and hard guaranteedthroughput services are in progress. Adding multicast service into those prototypes is also an interesting topic for
future investigations.
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